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Atomistic, molecular dynamics simulations are employed to investigate the relationship between
film microstructure and deposition conditions~substrate temperature, deposition kinetic energy, and
deposition angle!. Increasing substrate temperature and deposition kinetic energy leads to fewer
voids, smaller voids, smoother surfaces, and higher film density. As the deposition angle increases,
the film microstructure changes from a dense film, with few voids, to a microstructure in which
nearly colinear tracks of elongated voids form and, finally, to a highly porous structure of
well-formed columns. The angle along which the voids are elongated and the orientation of the void
tracks are the same and increase monotonically with the deposition angle~the column angles follow
the same trend as the deposition angle!. Void formation, void alignment into tracks, and the
columnar structure are all attributable to shadowing effects, which become more pronounced with
increasing deposition angle. The variation of the column/void track angleb with deposition angle
a fits well with the classical tangent law at low angles, but is overpredicted by the tangent law at
a.60°, consistent with experiment. The column angleb decreases slowly with increasing
deposition kinetic energy due to increased surface mobility. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In physical vapor deposition~PVD!, atoms are deposited
from a gas phase onto a substrate without the decomposi
of one chemical species into other species, as in chem
vapor deposition. The parameters that describe the P
deposition process include deposition rate, deposition an
~i.e., the angle the velocity vector of a depositing ato
makes with the substrate normal!, the distribution of deposi-
tion angles~i.e., the degree of collimation of the depositio
beam!, the kinetic energy of the depositing atoms, the su
strate temperature, etc. These deposition parameters all
an important role in determining the microstructure an
physical properties of PVD-grown films. The effects of eac
of these parameters have received considerable experime
attention. For example, the microstructure of PVD grow
films has been divided into three distinct zones, based up
the substrate temperature during deposition.1 At substrate
temperatures below approximately 0.3Tm ~Tm is the melting
point!, the films tend to exhibit a very porous columnar m
crostructure. This porous structure is increasingly obvious
the deposition angle becomes larger~i.e., increasingly ob-
lique!. Experimental observations suggest that the angle
orientation of these columns~relative to the substrate nor-
mal! b, in these so-called zone I microstructures, is genera
smaller than the deposition angle~relative to the substrate
normal! a: i.e., the columnar structure is oriented mor
nearly perpendicular to the substrate than the deposition fl
Nieuwenhuizen and Haanstra2 were able to describe the re

a!Current address: 2403 Corteland Drive, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 1524
b!Electronic mail: srol@umich.edu
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lationship between the column orientation and the depositi
angle in their experimental results using the following em
pirical relation:

tana52 tanb. ~1!

Equation~1! is widely known as the ‘‘tangent law.’’ Experi-
mentally, this relationship is found to be valid for depositio
anglesa<60°.3,4 Additional experimental studies3,5 indicate
that decreasing deposition angles and/or increasing subst
temperature result in an increase in film density. In th
present paper, we employ atomistic, molecular dynam
simulations to investigate the role of several PVD depositio
parameters~deposition angle, kinetic energy, and substra
temperature! on the microstructure~density, roughness, and
column orientation! of growing films.

Many atomistic simulations studies of film growth hav
been performed to date.6–12 These simulations have been
based upon Monte Carlo~MC!, molecular dynamics~MD!
and ballistic deposition models. Paiket al.,6 performed a
two-dimensional MD simulation to study the formation o
columnar microstructures in thin films grown by PVD. Thes
authors investigated the effects of substrate temperatu
beam energy, and substrate roughness on the growth of
lumnar microstructures. They found that the columnar m
crostructure grew out of the surface roughness and, un
their deposition conditions, no columnar microstructure w
observed when the substrate was flat. The columnar mic
structures that they observed at low substrate temperatu
were well described by the tangent law for deposition angl
in the range 30°<a<60°. They also observed that film den
sity decreased with increasing deposition angle.

Based on geometrical arguments, Taitet al.,7 derived an-
other expression relating the column angle to the deposit
angle for the case of limited surface diffusion:

1.
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2 G . ~2!

This expression was shown to yield a better fit to the expe
mental data at high deposition angles than the tangent la
They used a ballistic deposition model to verify their expres
sions. Müller8 employed a two-dimensional Monte Carlo
simulation to investigate the effects of deposition rate an
substrate temperature on oblique deposition. His resu
show that increasing temperature leads to a continuous tr
sition from a porous film with a columnar microstructure to
densely packed film. The transition temperature was show
to increase with deposition rate.

In a recent paper, Smith and Srolovitz13 reported the
results of a series of two-dimensional MD simulations exam
ining the effects of substrate temperature and kinetic ener
of the depositing species on void formation during the PV
growth of thin films. This study was limited to the specia
case in which the deposition flux was oriented perpendicul
to the substrate. This study showed how void formation wa
a direct result of the roughening process and shadowing
fects.

In the present paper, we employ the molecular dynami
simulation method to investigate the effects of depositio
conditions on the microstructure of a growing film. In par
ticular, we focus on understanding the relationship betwe
roughening and porosity development during film growt
and how deposition angle effects these two important micr
structural parameters. In the next section, we outline th
simulation method employed. We then investigate the effec
of temperature and deposition kinetic energy on film growt
at fixed deposition angle, since these deposition paramet
are known to have a pronounced effect on the roughness a
porosity of the growing film. Next, we examine the role o
deposition angle on the roughness and porosity of the film
We also use this data to evaluate the validity of the differe
predictions for the evolution of column angle with depositio
angle. We find that the column angle depends on the size
the system at large deposition angle. The simulation resu
demonstrate that the column angle depends on deposit
energy in a manner not described by any of the theoretical
empirical models. We show that this effect is associated wi
the role that deposition energy plays in modifying the rough
ness of the growth surface and thereby the degree of sh
owing that occurs.

II. METHOD

The molecular dynamics simulation method employe
for the present film growth simulations is essentially ident
cal to that used in a previous study.13 Therefore, we present
only a brief outline of the method here. The MD simulation
were performed by integrating Newton’s classical equatio
of motion for each atom~in two dimensions! forward in
time. The potential energy of the system was expressed a
sum over all pairs of atoms using the classical Lennard-Jon
pair potential,

U~r i j !5eF S r 0r i j D
12

22S r 0r i j D
6G , ~3!
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FIG. 1. Computational cell depicting the substrate, growing film and ato
impinging onto the surface. The bottom layer of the substrate is frozen,
two layers above it are thermostated and the atoms in subsequent layer
unconstrained. The thickness of the thermostated region increases with
thickness.
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whereU(r i j ) is the interaction energy between atomsi and j
separated by distancer i j , and e scales the strength of the
interaction andr 0 is a characteristic length of the potential
This potential is smoothly cut off atr52.1 r 0 and, except as
noted, the substrate was 40a0 wide, wherea0 is the nearest
neighbor spacing. In this study, we focus on several gene
features of film growth, rather than the properties of an
particularly material. Therefore, we employ the simpl
Lennard-Jones potential, since it has been extensively ch
acterized over many years.

In the present simulations, the physical parameters~r 0, e
andM ! were all set to unity. The velocity of the deposite
atoms is V 5 A2Eb /M and the basic unit of timet
5 AMr 0

2/e. The time step used in the integration of New
ton’s equation of motion was variable and was determined
terms of the maximum velocity at each time ste
Dt5r 0/~200Vmax!. Incident atoms are deposited at a rate o
one per 0.75 MD time units~t!. In order to give a physical
feel for these parameters in terms of a real material, we ha
estimated these values for Ni. For Ni we find:r 050.249 nm,
e50.74 eV,M59.7310226 kg, and t51.6310213 s. This
yields a surface energy of order 2 J/m2. While all of the
results reported below are in terms of the fundamental p
rametersr 0, e,M , andEb , the data can be converted to mor
physically meaningful numbers using the values for N
quoted here.

The computational cell is two-dimensional and lies en
tirely within theXY-plane. TheX direction is parallel to the
substrate surface. Periodic boundary conditions are e
ployed along this direction. TheY direction is perpendicular
to the substrate surface and open~or free! boundary condi-
tions are employed on the1Y surface. The atoms in the
incident beam are all deposited onto the substrate at a pre
termined angle with respect to the negativeY direction ~see
Fig. 1!. Substrate atoms are initially arranged on a triangul
5683Dong, Smith, and Srolovitz
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lattice and the substrate consists of four atomic layers. T
atoms in the bottom layer of the substrate are frozen in sp
to prevent the substrate from being distorted or dissocia
by the incident atoms and to prevent the entire system fro
translating through space due to the momentum absor
from the deposition flux. Atoms on the next two layers of th
substrate are ‘‘thermostated’’ in order to maintain the su
strate at the desired temperature. As the film grows, it
necessary to increase the height of the thermostated regio
prevent excessive heating of the film due to the kinetic a
bond energy associated with incorporation of vapor atom
into the solid. The top layer of the substrate consists
‘‘free’’ atoms, whose movements are completely determin
by the atomic interactions. If the atoms in the deposition flu
have sufficiently large kinetic energy, they may reflect off o
the surface or eject other surface atoms back up into
vapor. These reflected or ejected atoms can interact with
positing atoms and destroy the collimated and monoenerg
nature of the flux~leading to atomic clustering in the vapor!.
This becomes increasingly likely as the kinetic energy of t
depositing atoms increases or the binding energy of an at
to the surface decreases~e.g., large roughness or high tem
perature!. This phenomenon occurs much less frequently
real film deposition since experimental deposition rates a
typically very much smaller than those used in the prese
simulations, ~which are rather high in order to minimize
computational demands!. In order to prevent this interaction
from occurring, the atoms in the vapor above the film a
searched for atoms with velocities differing from that a
which the atoms are initially introduced. All such atoms a
removed from the vapor.

One of the deficiencies of modeling thin film depositio
using molecular dynamics is the limited time scale that c
be studied. The fundamental time step is typically of ord
one hundredth of the vibrational period of the atoms in th
solid. In order to overcome this problem, we employ seve
techniques: high deposition rates, relatively thin films, col
mation of the flux, etc. We prevent gas phase reactions fr
occurring by~1! insuring that the depositing atoms do no
interact with each other prior to reaching the substrate a
~2! by removing atoms that are either ejected or reflect
from the surface. While high deposition rates do not allo
sufficient time for realistic atomic diffusion at typical depo
sition temperatures, this can be overcome, in part, by p
forming the simulations at somewhat elevated temperatur
note that there is an exponential increase in the surface
fusion length with increasing temperature and only an i
verse square root variation with deposition rate. Temperat
control is a problem in the present simulations for two re
sons:~1! the deposition rate is fast and~2! thermal diffusion
is slow. Slow thermal diffusion compared to that in the dep
sition of metals because heat can only be removed
phonons, while thermal diffusion is primarily controlled by
electronic effects in metals. In order to prevent excessi
heating during the deposition simulations, we thermostat t
film near the deposition surface. This, coupled with th
freezing of the atoms below the thermostated region, mak
the simulation faster but does not unduly restrain bulk diff
sion, which should be much slower than surface diffusio
5684 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 10, 15 November 1996
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Additional simulations, where the atoms are thermostated
the way through the film yield nearly indistinguishable m
crostructures, consistent with the accepted notion that mic
structure development during deposition is primarily con
trolled by transport in the near surface region.

Once the simulation is initialized, particle positions ar
recorded as a function of time and used to make MD ‘‘mo
ies’’ of the growing films. The surface roughness of the film
R is also measured at several times during the depositi
Several definitions of surface roughness have been sugge
in the literature. In the present study, we defin
R5(L2L0)/L0 where L is the total length of the actual
surface andL0 is the width of the film in theX direction. A
perfectly flat surface, therefore, corresponds toR50. The
surface length is obtained by counting the number of atom
on the surface. In this paper, the calculations of surfa
roughnessR are based upon measurements made at fi
equally spaced time increments during the deposition
three independent simulations. The film roughness in t
a560° and 75° deposition simulations yielded voids o
heights which were appreciable fractions of the final film
thickness and, hence, this approach could not be employ
In these two cases, the surface roughness was measured
at the end of the simulations. No apparent dependence of
surface roughness on film thickness was observed
a,60°, except at early times. The density of the films wa
also measured at the end of each simulation. The normaliz
film density is defined as the ratio of the number of atom
contained in the film to the number of atoms contained in
perfect crystal of the same thickness as the film.

III. RESULTS

Several thin films grown at substrate temperatures
T50, 0.050, 0.075, 0.100, 0.150, 0.200, and 0.250e/kB ~the
bulk melting temperature for two dimensional Lennard-Jon
is approximatelyTm50.415 e/kB

14,15! with a deposition ki-
netic energy ofEb50.80 e/atom and a deposition angle of
45° are shown in Fig. 2. A pronounced trend of decreasi
void number and void size and increasing film density wi
increasing temperature is readily apparent. At low substra
temperatures~T<0.15 e/kB!, the voids are observed to be
aligned in tracks which are tilted with respect to the film
normal. Such tracks are less apparent at higher temperatu
where the void density is low. The mechanism by which th
void tracks form was discussed at length in Ref. 13, where
was shown to be a result of atomic shadowing and a pinc
off mechanism. Examination of Fig. 2 also shows that th
roughness of the surface decreases with increasing temp
ture. These qualitative observations are made more quant
tive in Fig. 3 which shows the variation of the film density
and surface roughness with substrate temperature~each data
point represents an average over three independent sim
tion runs!. The density increases monotonically with increa
ing substrate temperature; in good agreement with expe
mental data and earlier simulations.5,6,8 The mean surface
roughness decays monotonically with increasing substr
temperature. Both the increase of the film density and d
crease of the surface roughness with increasing tempera
at this oblique deposition angle is qualitatively very simila
Dong, Smith, and Srolovitz
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FIG. 2. Typical microstructures of films grown at various substrate temp
tures with fixed deposition rate,Eb50.80 e anda545°.
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to that observed in film growth simulations where the dep
sition was at normal incidence with respect to the substrate13

Microstructures of films grown at deposition kinetic en
ergies ofEb50.10, 0.45, 0.80, 1.15, 1.50, and 3.00e/atom
with a constant substrate temperature ofT50.125e/kB and a
constant deposition angle ofa545° are shown in Fig. 4. As
the deposition kinetic energy increases, the number of voi
void size and surface roughness tend to decrease while
film density tends to increase. The dependence of the fi
density and surface roughness on deposition kinetic ene
are shown in Fig. 5~a! and 5~b!. The film density is observed
to increase from approximately 85% at a deposition kine
energy of 0.1e/atom to 97% at 3.0e/atom. The surface
roughness decreases from approximately 1.48 atEB50.1
e/atom to approximately 0.60 atEB53.0 e/atom. Compari-
son of Figs. 4 and 5 with Figs. 2 and 3 shows a strikin
resemblance between the effects of temperature and dep
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 10, 15 November 1996
FIG. 3. Substrate temperature dependence of~a! the film densityr and ~b!
the mean surface roughnessR, for films deposited atEb50.80e anda545°.
The error bars represent plus and minus one standard deviation of the
from ~a! three independent simulations or from~b! five measurements per
simulation~spaced equally in time! for three independent simulations.
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tion kinetic energy on the film microstructures. This similar
ity between the variation in microstructure with temperatu
and deposition kinetic energy suggests that these two phy
cal parameters play a similar role in the deposition proce
namely, changing the atomic mobility on the growing su
face. This observation is consistent with the observati
made in the normal incidence film growth simulation.13

As described above, voids tend to be aligned into trac
at low temperature and low deposition kinetic energy. The
tracks seem to be closely related with the column angleb,
discussed in Sec. I. This can be seen clearly in Figs. 2~a! and
~b! and Fig. 4~b!. The variation of the void track angleb
appears to be negligible, but was difficult to determine wi
any reliability. However, the variation of the void track angl
with deposition kinetic energy is measurable~as shown in
Fig. 6!. The track angles tend to decrease with increasi
kinetic energy. There is no explicit dependence of the ta
gent law @Eq. ~1!# or Eq. ~2! on deposition kinetic energy.
According to the tangent lawb526.6°, and Eq.~2! predicts
thatb536.6° whena545°. Although we find some variation
of b with EB , this variation is relatively small~7° as com-
pared with an average angle of approximately 25.9°! and the
entire range of data is very close to the tangent law pred
tion and in poor agreement with the prediction of Eq.~2!.

ra-
5685Dong, Smith, and Srolovitz
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FIG. 4. Typical microstructures for films grown at various deposition
netic energies onto a substrate atT50.125e/k anda545°.
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Microstructures of films grown at deposition angles o
a50°, 30°, 37.5°, 45°, 60°, and 75° with a deposition kinet
energy of Eb50.80 e/atom and substrate temperature o
T50.125 e/kB are shown in Fig. 7 for substrates of width
equal to 40a0, except for thea560° and 75° cases where
substrates of width 120a0 were used~see below!. For nor-
mal incidence deposition~a50°!, the film contains only a
few, very small voids and/or vacancies. As the depositi
angle increases, larger voids form and the density of the fi
drops monotonically. Bya545°, the voids begin to elongate
and/or form into well defined tracks. A structure consistin
of independent columns begins to form ata560°: however,
this definition is not unique since the angle at which th
transition to columns begins depends on the film thickne
The dependencies of film density and surface roughness
the deposition angle are shown in Fig. 8. When the depo
tion angle is less than 45°, the film density and surfa
roughness vary very slowly with the deposition angle. How
ever, when the deposition angle exceeds 45°, the film den
~roughness! begins to decrease~increase! rapidly with the
deposition angle.

IV. DISCUSSION

The general features of the variation of the film densi
and surface roughness with substrate temperature and d
sition kinetic energy observed in the present oblique ang
film deposition study are essentially the same as those
ported in an earlier study13 where deposition occurred at nor
5686 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 10, 15 November 1996
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FIG. 5. Deposition kinetic energy dependence of~a! the film densityr and
~b! the mean surface roughnessR, for films deposited atT50.125e/k and
a545°. The error bars represent plus and minus one standard deviatio
the data from~a! three independent simulations or from~b! five measure-
ments per simulation~spaced equally in time! for three independent simu-
lations.
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mal incidence~a50°!. At all deposition angles, increasing
the temperature or the deposition kinetic energy increases
mobility of the atoms at the surface. At normal incidence an
at the deposition flux employed, increasing the surface ato
mobility in this way is capable of overcoming the atomi
shadowing effect that produces voids. As the angle of inc
dencea increases, shadowing is more effective and, henc
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FIG. 6. Deposition kinetic energy dependence of the void track angle
films deposited atT50.125e/k anda545°. Error bars reflect the standard
deviation of the measurements for three independent simulations. T
dashed line represents the value of the void track angle predicted by
tangent law.
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FIG. 7. Typical microstructures for films grown at various deposition angles onto a substrate at temperatureT50.125e/k andEb50.80 e.
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the temperature and/or deposition kinetic energy must be f
ther increased in order to produce a film with the same de
sity as one produced ata50°.

The formation of voids and void tracks is intimately re
lated to the development of surface roughness, as descri
in mechanistic detail for normal incidence deposition in Re
13. Atoms which are being deposited in the vicinity of
surface depression will be attracted to the sides of the surf
depression due to the normal atomic interactions~the
Lennard-Jones potential here!. As a result of these interac-
tions, the sides of the surface depressions develop bum
which shadow regions of the surface depression belo
Eventually, these bumps grow into bridges over the surfa
depression; effectively cutting off the underlying atoms fro
any further flux and thereby pinching off voids~see Fig. 7 in
Ref. 13 for a schematic illustration!. If these bridges form
below the top edge of the surface depressions~as is com-
mon!, then a surface depression remains and a new void
form above the one that just pinched off at an angle cons
tent with the angle the elongated surface depression ma
with the substrate normal. This aligns voids into void track
and explains why the orientation of the elongated voids is t
same as the orientation of the void tracks. The higher surfa
atom mobility associated with elevated temperature or dep
sition beam kinetic energy does two things: First, it preven
the formation of surface depressions in the first place due
diffusive smoothing16 and, second, it smoothes out th
bumps on the edges of the surface depression before t
l. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 10, 15 November 1996
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form bridges by curvature driven surface diffusion. Thes
effects are both borne out by the MD movies made of th
deposition process. The difference between the normal a
oblique deposition cases is that shadowing is much stron
at oblique deposition angles. If we consider a surface depr
sion with sharp, vertical walls and turn off all atomic inter
actions, more atoms will impinge on the walls, and fewe
make it all the way down to the bottom of the surface d
pression under oblique deposition angles than at normal
cidence. This is a result of the fact that the angle of th
surface depressions is not equal to the deposition angle,
cept at normal incidence~as predicted by the tangent rule!.
This produces more shadowing, less effective filling of th
surface depression and, hence, more voids at oblique in
dence than at normal incidence. Figure 9 compares the
crostructures of the films grown at incidence angles ofa50°
anda545°. Clearly, the film grown atT50 e/kB @Fig. 9~a!#
with a545° has a rougher surface, more voids, larger voi
and tilted voids as compared with that grown at normal i
cidence. These same effects are observed at higher temp
tures @T50.15 e/kB Fig. 9~b!#, but with fewer and smaller
voids overall, due to the enhanced surface atom diffusivit

Before beginning our investigation of the effects o
deposition angle on the film microstructure, we first invest
gated the effect of substrate width on the microstructure. T
rationale for investigating this effect was that asa increases,
the columns become increasingly tilted~i.e., b increases!
and, hence, at anya there will be some thickness at which
5687Dong, Smith, and Srolovitz
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FIG. 8. Deposition angle dependence of the~a! film densityr and~b! mean
surface roughnessR, for films deposited atT50.125 e/k andEb50.80 e.
The simulation data is represented by the symbols and solid line, the das
curve is the prediction of Eq.~4a!, and the dotted curve is obtained from Eq
~4b!. The surface roughness data reflects an average of five measurem
per simulation~spaced equally in time! for three independent simulations
per deposition angle, except fora560° and 75° where the surface roughnes
data were only obtained at the end of each of three simulations.
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the columns cross from one side of the sample to the other
is reasonable to expect that when the column spans the en
system width, the microstructure may be influenced by t
system size: in particular, for largeb, the finite system width
will impose an artificially small column separation. There
fore, we performed a series of simulations for depositio
angles ofa545°, 60°, and 75° on substrates of varying widt
from 40 to 120a0. The dependence of the microstructure o
substrate size is shown in Fig. 10 fora560°. While the void
density does not change significantly with substrate wid
there is a significant increase inb with increasing column
width. Figure 11 shows the variation ofb with system width
for a545°, 60° and 75°. Despite the relatively poor statistic
~three simulations for each data point! in this figure, it is
clear thatb increases with substrate width fora560° and
75° and then saturates at large substrate width. Compari
of these largea simulation results with those obtained a
a545° shows that the width at whichb saturates increases
with increasinga. For a545°, Fig. 11 shows thatb has
saturated at widths as small as 40a0. Therefore, based upon
these results and the desire to minimize the computatio
5688 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 10, 15 November 1996
hed

FIG. 9. Comparison between typical film microstructures grown at norm
~a50°! and oblique~a545°! atom incidence.
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burden associated with these simulations, we chose to p
form all of the simulations with a substrate width of 40a0,
except for those ata560° and 75°, for whichb does not
saturate until the substrate width is of order 100a0.

Paiket al.6 performed a series of MD simulations of film
growth as a function of deposition angle. In these simul
tions, they seeded individual columns by putting local bum
on the substrate prior to deposition. They did this becau
they argued that without these seeds, columnar structu
would not form. This is not consistent with the present sim
lation results that show that there is a clear relationship b
tween the columnar structure/void tracks and the surfa
roughness~cf. Fig. 1 in Ref. 6 with Fig. 10 here!. Since the
roughness forms naturally after sufficient film growth, w
believe that the need of Paiket al. to seed the columns was
based upon not depositing a sufficiently thick film for th
temperature, deposition kinetic energy, and deposition an
employed. We note that as the temperature or deposit
kinetic energy increases, it becomes necessary to grow
considerably greater thicknesses than at lowT and Eb in
order to observe the void tracks. Similarly, increasing dep
sition angles decreases the thickness of the film necessar
see columnar structures form since the surface roughnes
largea films develops quicker and is larger than for lowa
films.
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FIG. 10. Typical microstructures for films grown on substrates with diffe
ent widths atT50.125e/k, a560°, andEb50.80 e.
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Column angles, void tracks angles, and elongated vo
orientations are all the same in the present simulations~in
cases where they can all be observed!. This relationship is
attributable to the fact that they all can be traced to the ang
of the deep surface depressions~voids that have not yet
pinched off! that form during film growth. The angles a
which these depressions occur can be traced back to sh
owing, as described by Dirks and Leamy.4 The average
column/void track/void angles are tabulated in Table I as
function of deposition angle at fixed temperature and dep
zes

y

ed

a-
-

FIG. 11. Dependence of the column angleb on substrate sizes for films
grown atT50.125 e/k, Eb50.80 e and a545° ~solid curve!, 60° ~dotted
curve! and 75°~dashed curve!.
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TABLE I. Void track anglesb as a function of deposition angles for simu-
lations performed atEb50.80 e/atom andT50.125 e/kB . b, b1 and b2

correspond to the simulation data@Eq. ~2!# and the tangent law@Eq. ~1!#,
respectively.

a b b1 b2

0.0 ••• 0.0 0.0
30.0 ••• 26.1 16.1
37.5 ••• 31.6 21.0
45.0 25.660.6 36.6 26.6
60.0 38.861.7 45.5 40.9
75.0 50.062.3 53.2 61.8
id

les

t
ad-

a
o-

sition kinetic energy. In addition, Table I also shows th
predictions of the well-known tangent law@Eq. ~1!# and the
relationship between deposition angle and column angle p
dicted by Taitet al.7 based upon a geometric model@Eq.
~2!#. Since no well-defined void track/column angle could b
determined ata50°, 30°, and 37.5° at the temperature an
deposition kinetic energy employed in these simulation
these data were omitted from the table.~We chose not to
seed columns, as Paiket al.6 did, since this arbitrarily fixes
the column spacing.! Comparison of the data in Table I with
Eqs. ~1! and ~2! suggest that both the tangent law@Eq. ~1!#
and Eq.~2! provide reasonable fits to the simulation data
However, it appears that the tangent law@Eq. ~1!# works
somewhat better for lowa ~i.e., a<60°!, while Eq. ~2! is
better at largea. The good agreement between the simul
tions and the tangent law fora<60° is similar to the type of
agreement found between the tangent law and experime
data.3,4 Further, at largea where there is noticeable disagree
ment between the simulation and the tangent law, we fi
that the experimental data~see Fig. 2 in Ref. 4! deviates from
the tangent law in the same direction.

The general features of the variations in the microstru
ture with varying deposition angle were explained in term
of shadowing effects~see above!. Increasing deposition
angle increases column angle~b! and surface roughness, and
decreases the density. Further, as the deposition angle
column angle increase, the material changes from one
which the film is more or less continuous at all heights~i.e.,
isolated voids! to one in which the columns are well defined
and the sizes of the voids are comparable to the column si
~cf. a530° anda575° in Fig. 7!. This explains why the
density decreases with increasinga. This correlation be-
tween column angle and void width was noted earlier b
Dirks and Leamy4 and by Paiket al.,6 who predicted the
relationship between film density and deposition angle bas
upon the tangent law. Dirks and Leamy4 suggested that

r~a!5r~0!@12A tan~a!#, ~4a!

and Paiket al.6 suggested that

r~a!5
r~0!

11B tan~a!
, ~4b!

whereA andB are constants. We compare these two rel
tionships with our simulation data in Fig. 8, where the pa
rametersA and B were chosen to yield the best fit with
simulation data. Both Eqs.~4a! and ~4b! yield reasonably

r-
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good agreement with the simulation data. However, we o
serve that the agreement is somewhat better for Eq.~4a! than
for Eq. ~4b!. The value ofA determined by fitting to Eq.~4a!
is 0.10660.003, and the value ofB determined by fitting to
Eq. ~4b! is 0.15060.006. The value ofA determined by fit-
ting to two experiments on amorphous Ge is approximate
0.075;3–5 which is within approximately 30% of the simula-
tion value. These results show that these simulations are
reasonable agreement with experiment and that Eq.~4a! is a
good description of the effect of deposition angle on densi
The slight variation in the value ofa between simulation and
experiment is likely due to the fact that the simulations we
performed in two dimensions, while the experiments we
inherently three dimensional.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Atomistic, molecular dynamics simulations were em
ployed to investigate the relationship between film micr
structure and deposition conditions; namely, substrate te
perature, deposition kinetic energy and deposition angle.
enhancing atomic mobility, substrate temperature and de
sition kinetic energy were shown to play similar roles i
modifying the microstructure: increasing temperature a
deposition kinetic energy leads to fewer voids, smaller void
smoother surfaces and higher film density. As the deposit
angle increases, the film microstructure changed from
dense film, with few voids, to a microstructure in which
nearly colinear tracks of elongated voids form and, finally,
a highly porous structure of well-formed columns. The ang
along which the voids were elongated and the orientation
the void tracks were found to be the same and this angleb
increases with increasing deposition angle. The angle
which the columns were oriented followed the same tre
with deposition angle as doesb. Void formation, void align-
ment into tracks and the columnar structure are all attrib
able to shadowing effects, which become more pronounc
with increasing deposition angle. Simulations were pe
5690 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 10, 15 November 1996
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formed for a series of substrate width and the column/vo
track angles were shown to saturate at large, deposit
angle-dependent widths. The variation of the column/vo
track angleb with deposition anglea was found to fit the
classical tangent law for low angles, but were overpredict
by the tangent law at large anglea.60°. This result is con-
sistent with experimental observations in amorphous Ge. T
simulations showed that the column angleb decreased
slowly with increasing deposition kinetic energy due to in
creased surface mobility.
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